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We have an important opening for an instrumentation physicist or engineer to 
contribute to our ongoing development of detectors and other instruments for 
high energy physics and related fields.  Attached are two fliers for two separate 
positions, one requires a PhD and the other does not. A large part of the new 
hire's work will be on ATLAS but he or she will be expected to also work on 
other projects, which should make the job diverse and even more interesting.

We don't believe that the best person to fill the position necessarily requires a 
PhD but they may have one.  Our campus bureaucracy requires different job 
titles for persons with or without a doctorate, hence the two fliers.

If you know of anyone who might meet our requirements and be interested in 
the position, please forward the fliers onto them.



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ 

SANTA CRUZ INSTITUTE FOR PARTICLE PHYSICS 
Research Instrumentation Physicist 

The Santa Cruz Institute for Particle Physics (SCIPP) invites applications for the position of Assistant Research 

Instrumentation Physicist to work in a broad range of instrumentation R&D to support the research activities of 
the Institute.  The successful candidate will be expected to actively contribute to the design and testing of 

instrumentation for experimental particle physics research and other fields of research in which the Institute 
becomes involved. SCIPP groups maintain a diverse and active research program in particle physics and particle 

astrophysics.  Research has also expanded into neurobiology and medical science making use of instrumentation 
expertise developed for particle physics.  Close ties with the Departments of Physics and Astronomy as well as 

national laboratories such as LBNL and SLAC contribute to a stimulating academic and research environment.   

SCIPP has been a pioneer in the development of silicon detectors for elementary particles and is a recognized 
expert in silicon micro-strip and pixel detectors as well as radiation tolerant readout electronics for such detector 

systems.  Some of the major projects in which the Institute is presently involved include the ATLAS detector at 
the Large Hadron Collider in Geneva, Switzerland and the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope.   

The successful candidate will work on the development of future instrumentation with an emphasis in analog 

circuit design, ultra low noise and low power circuitry, and systems design to minimize electro-magnetic 
interference within complex instruments.  The successful candidate will be expected to contribute concepts for 

new instruments and technologies, advancing the state of the art in particle detector technologies and other 
instrumentation, which can advance the research objectives of the Institute.  He or she will be expected to 

propose new R&D projects, suggest possible funding sources, manage the resulting projects and contribute to 
publications.    

RANK:  Assistant Research, Step 1 – Step 2 

SALARY:  $64,900-$68,700, commensurate with qualifications and experience.  

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS:  Ph.D. or equivalent degree in experimental physics or electrical engineering with 

experience in analog system design and experience with design and test of low-noise multi-channel instruments.   

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS:  Experience or a strong interest in the design of instrumentation for high-

energy particle physics.  Knowledge of or experience with integrated circuit technology, especially at the device 

level.  Experience with computer programming in a language typically used in a laboratory environment, for 
example LabView or MatLab.  Experience with computer-aided design tools. 

POSITION AVAILABLE:  Fall 2013 

TERM OF APPOINTMENT:  This is a two-year appointment with the expectation of continued reappointment 

contingent upon satisfactory job performance and availability of funding.   

TO APPLY:  Applications are accepted via the UCSC Academic Recruit online system, and must include a 
curriculum vitae or resume, a statement of research interests, a list of publications, and three letters of 

reference*.  Documents/materials must be submitted as PDF files. 

Apply at https://recruit.ucsc.edu/apply/JPF00051   

Refer to Position #JPF00051-14T in all correspondence. 

*All letters will be treated as confidential per University of California policy and California state law. For any reference letter provided via a 
third party (i.e., dossier service, career center), direct the author to UCSC’s confidentiality statement at http://apo.ucsc.edu/confstm.html. 

CLOSING DATE:  Open until filled, next review date December 1, 2013. 

The University of California, Santa Cruz is an Affirmative Action/Equal Employment Opportunity Employer, committed to excellence through 
diversity. We strive to establish a climate that welcomes, celebrates, and promotes respect for the contributions of all students and employees.  
Inquiries regarding the University’s equal employment opportunity policies may be directed to: Office for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion at the 
University of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064; (831) 459-2686. Under Federal law, the University of California may employ only individuals 
who are legally able to work in the United States as established by providing documents as specified in the Immigration Reform and Control 
Act of 1986. Certain UCSC positions funded by federal contracts or sub-contracts require the selected candidate to pass an E-Verify check. 
More information is available here or from the Academic Personnel Office (APO) at (831) 459-4300.  

As of January, 1, 2014, UCSC will be a smoke & tobacco-free campus. 

If you need accommodation due to a disability, please contact the Academic Personnel Office at apo@ucsc.edu (831) 459-4300.  
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ 
SANTA CRUZ INSTITUTE FOR PARTICLE PHYSICS 
Research Instrumentation Specialist  

The Santa Cruz Institute for Particle Physics (SCIPP) invites applications for the position of Specialist in Physics 

Instrumentation to work in a broad range of instrumentation R&D to support the research activities of the 
Institute.  The successful candidate will be expected to actively contribute to the construction and testing of 

instrumentation for experimental particle physics research and other fields of research in which the Institute 
becomes involved. SCIPP groups maintain a diverse and active research program in particle physics and particle 

astrophysics.  Research has also expanded into neurobiology and medical science making use of instrumentation 
expertise developed for particle physics.  Close ties with the Departments of Physics and Astronomy as well as 

national laboratories such as LBNL and SLAC contribute to a stimulating academic and research environment.   

SCIPP has been a pioneer in the development of silicon detectors for elementary particles and is a recognized 
expert in silicon micro-strip and pixel detectors as well as radiation tolerant readout electronics for such detector 

systems.  Some of the major projects in which the Institute is presently involved include the ATLAS detector at 
the Large Hadron Collider in Geneva, Switzerland and the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope.   

The successful candidate will work on the development of instrumentation with an emphasis in analog circuit 

design, ultra low noise and low power circuitry, and systems design to minimize electro-magnetic interference 
within complex instruments.  The successful candidate will work under the direction of SCIPP faculty and senior 

research scientists and will have the opportunity to contribute new design and fabrication concepts, which can be 
applied to the research into future instrumentation techniques that will be needed to advance the research 

objectives of the Institute. Such research often involves the interplay between electronic and mechanical design 
requiring investigation into new materials.  The candidate will be expected to contribute to reports and 

publications.   

RANK:  Assistant Specialist I - Associate Specialist III 

SALARY:  $40,920-$58,272, commensurate with qualifications and experience.  

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS:  B.S. degree in physics or electrical engineering with experience in analog system 
design and experience with design and test of low-noise multi-channel instruments.  

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS:  M.S. degree in physics or electrical engineering.  Experience or a strong 

interest in instrumentation for high-energy particle physics.  Knowledge of or experience with integrated circuit 
technology.  Experience with computer programming in a language typically used in a laboratory environment, for 

example LabView or MatLab.  Experience with computer-aided design tools.  Experience using milling machine 
and lathe to fabricate simple mechanical devices. 

POSITION AVAILABLE:  Fall 2013 

TERM OF APPOINTMENT:  This is a two-year appointment with the expectation of continued reappointment 
contingent upon satisfactory job performance and availability of funding.   

TO APPLY:  Applications are accepted via the UCSC Academic Recruit online system, and must include a 
curriculum vitae or resume, a statement of research interests, and three letters of reference*.  

Documents/materials must be submitted as PDF files. 

Apply at https://recruit.ucsc.edu/apply/JPF00052   

Refer to Position #JPF00052-14T in all correspondence. 

*All letters will be treated as confidential per University of California policy and California state law. For any reference letter provided via a 
third party (i.e., dossier service, career center), direct the author to UCSC’s confidentiality statement at http://apo.ucsc.edu/confstm.html. 

CLOSING DATE:  Open until filled, next review date December 1, 2013.  

The University of California, Santa Cruz is an Affirmative Action/Equal Employment Opportunity Employer, committed to excellence through 
diversity. We strive to establish a climate that welcomes, celebrates, and promotes respect for the contributions of all students and employees.  

Inquiries regarding the University’s equal employment opportunity policies may be directed to: Office for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion at the 
University of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064; (831) 459-2686. Under Federal law, the University of California may employ only individuals 
who are legally able to work in the United States as established by providing documents as specified in the Immigration Reform and Control 
Act of 1986. Certain UCSC positions funded by federal contracts or sub-contracts require the selected candidate to pass an E-Verify check. 
More information is available here or from the Academic Personnel Office (APO) at (831) 459-4300.  

As of January, 1, 2014, UCSC will be a smoke & tobacco-free campus. 

If you need accommodation due to a disability, please contact the Academic Personnel Office at apo@ucsc.edu (831) 459-4300.  
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